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SOURCES

Gun Politics in America: Historical and Modern Docu-
ments in Context. By Harry L. Wilson. Santa Barbara, CA: 
ABC-CLIO, 2016. 2 vols. Acid free $189 (ISBN 978-1-4408-
3728-9).

Gun Politics in America: Historical and Modern Documents 
in Context is an affordable two-volume set comprised of eight 
chapters ranging from the early eighteenth century to Presi-
dent Obama’s first term. Each chapter is made up of about 
fifteen primary source documents covering major periods in 
firearms and politics in the United States, with 134 sources 
total. In addition, each chapter has a roughly ten-page in-
troduction that provides an overview of the social and cul-
tural climate of the period covered by the chapter, with the 
focus on how the period connects with gun control and the 
politics surrounding firearms. The chapter introductions do 
an excellent job of connecting themes in gun control such 
as race relations, crime rates, organized crime, drugs, and 
other specific issues related to gun control such as the right 
to self-defense and concealed carrying of firearms. Each pri-
mary source document is prefaced by a short, two-to-three-
paragraph introduction, which provides the reader with 
enough information to comprehend the document in both its 
historical context and connect the document to other major 
issues within gun politics. For example, the 1938 Federal 
Firearms Act is identified as the “emergence of the NRA as 
an important player in the legislative arena” (144). The first 
volume also provides a chronology of gun control politics in 
the United States so that readers can quickly track the major 
events from the late seventeenth century to 2014.

Editor Harry L. Wilson, chair of the Public Affairs De-
partment and director for Institute for Policy and Opinion 
Research, Roanoke College, does a fine job making the 
primary source documents relate to major issues in gun 
control, and his selection of documents is comprehensive 
without being overwhelming. The documents are also quite 
varied, ranging from national legislation, local ordinances 
and laws, court cases, speeches, and important accounts. 
Wilson also recently released the monograph, The Triumph of 
the Gun-Rights Argument: Why the Gun Control Debate is Over 
(ABC-CLIO 2016), and in 2007 authored Guns, Gun Control, 
and Elections: the Politics and Policy of Firearms (Rowman and 
Littlefield).

Gun Politics in America: Historical and Modern Documents 
in Context is one of several reference works published in the 
last five years covering gun politics in the United States. 
Some examples of good works within the past five years are 
Gun Control and Gun Rights, 2nd Ed., edited by Glenn Utter 
(Grey House 2011), which is a solid reference work covering 
a variety of gun related topics. Additionally, Guns in Ameri-
can Society: An Encyclopedia of History, Politics, Culture, and 
the Law, 2nd ed, edited by Gregg Lee Carter (ABC-CLIO 
2012) is a comprehensive and quality three-volume set that 
covers most issues related to guns in the United States, for 
which Harry L. Wilson authored twelve entries and was an 
editorial board member. The inexpensive single-volume The 

Gun Debate: What Everyone Needs to Know (Oxford University 
Press 2014) edited by P. J. Cook and K. A. Goss provides a 
well-researched, but brief introduction to guns in the United 
States. What sets Gun Politics in America: Historical and Mod-
ern Documents in Context apart is the connection between 
primary source documents, cultural and political context 
contemporary to the document, as well as the connection to 
major historical issues in gun control politics. The selection 
and presentation of the documents allows the reader to fully 
experience how gun politics has progressed in the past three 
centuries without losing sight of the history or the present.

Highly recommended for all libraries.—Shannon Pritting, 
Library Director, SUNY Polytechnic Institute, Utica, New York

ISIS: An Introduction and Guide to the Islamic State. By 
Brian L. Steed. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2016. 197 
pages. Acid free $58 (ISBN 978-1-4408-4986-2). E-book 
available (978-1-4408-4987-9), call for pricing.

In the past two years there has been a proliferation of 
books aimed at educating readers about all aspects of ISIS 
and its development. While this work falls within this cor-
pus, it is unique in its hybrid reference book format. The first 
part of the work provides nine sections of topical snapshots 
such as, “What Is In a Name?: IS, ISIS, ISIL, Da’ash,” “The 
Attraction of ISIS,” and “ISIS and the Media.” Within some of 
these sections there are encyclopedic entries arranged topi-
cally, for instance under “Leaders of ISIS” four biographies 
are given. The next part of the work is a typical A-Z encyclo-
pedia of nearly seventy people, places, and ideas associated 
with the group. The entries are subdivided into sections in-
cluding, “What is important?” or “Why does it matter?” and 
“Key events in his life” when discussing people. For subjects 
covered earlier in the topical portion of the work, there are 
“see” references back to that section. There is a rather exten-
sive chronology going as far back as fifteen years covering 
precursor events leading to the declaration of the Islamic 
State in June 2014. The volume has two maps covering ISIS 
activity and area of control, but would have been furthered 
had it included more detailed maps, especially date based 
maps of growth and decline. There are some areas that 
could have been explored more, for example, the destruction 
and looting of antiquities, which is only briefly mentioned 
despite being highly publicized by the group and covered 
extensively in Western media. Also, special consideration 
of the group’s exploitation of vulnerable populations such 
as women, children, and displaced peoples could have been 
explored in more depth, none are listed in the index.

A book covering events that are still unfolding is always 
fraught on some level. Case in point, several major events 
have occurred in the intervening months between the final 
editing of the book and this review, including the recapture 
of Fallujah by Iraqi government forces, several notable ISIS 
planned or inspired terrorist attacks in the Middle East, 
South Asia, Europe, and the United States, and an attempted 
coup in Turkey to name a few. Every day that passes, this 


